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Summar~

Most sampling methods developed for auditing purposes are geared to

test a population or to estimate population characteristics. Errors

found sometimes will be, but not necessarily are corrected. However,

there exist situations in which it is necessary to correct errors found

in order to fulfil quality requirements. An example is the internal

control performed by the accounting function of a company. If this

internal control is performed on a sampling basis, an effective method

to assure that minimum quality requirements are satisfied after the

inspection, is the A.O.Q.L.-system. This article discusses the objects

of internal control, the A.O.Q.L.-sampling system and an application

which has been successfully used for many years.

Key words: internal control, application of A.O.Q.L.-sampling system
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early sixties random sampling methods in auditing and

accounting have been intensively studied. Nowadays these methods

are generally excepted in the Anglo-Saxon countries and in Western

Europe, cf. Hc Rae (1982). For methods whích have been suggested cf.

e.g. Arkin (1974), Smith (1976), Arens and Loebbecke (1981).

Most of these ~thods are geared to test whether a population has a

certain property or to estimate a certain qualítative or

quantitative characteristic of a population. These methods, however,

do not take into consideration the possibility of correction of

errors found. Nevertheless, there exist sítuations in which it can

be very important to design the sampling system in such a way that

the qualíty of the population investigated meets minimum quality

requirements after the inspection.

In this article a sampling method will be described in which errors

found always have to be corrected. This sampling method, referred to

as the A.O.Q.L.-system (Average Outgoing Quality Limit-system)

assumes that it is possible and makes sense to correct errors. The

method focusses on the quality of the population after the

inspectíon. As vill be demonstrated this method is particularly

applicable as an internal control method in the accounting function.
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The method was oriRinally developed for use in the manufacture of

communication apparatus and equipment for the Bell Telephone System

and first published in 1941. The standardwork on the method is by

Dodge and Romig (1959). A discussion in an auditing context can be

found in the book by Arkin and in Cyert and Davídson (1962).

We first discuss internal control in relation to the accounting

function. In section 3 we will describe the requirements to be set

to the sampling system and the conditions under which such a system

can be used in an efficient and effective way. Section 4 contaíns a

short outline of the A.O.Q.L.-system and in section 5 a description

will be given of an application by Ahold, a major Dutch retail

company, which has successfully used the A.O.Q.L.-system for many
1)years .
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2. INTERNAL CONTROL AND THE ACCOUNTING FUNCTION

Auditing can be defined as examining that transactions are in
agreement, or ínformation is in agreement, with certain predefined
requirements. In this paper we define internal control as any audit
within a company which is not a specialized audit function. It is
established to ensure that the assets and equity of the company are
continuously used in the most efficient and effective way within the
objects of the company.

The accounting function has the primary responsibility for supplying
reliable information in all aspects. A consequence of this is that
the recording of financial information cannot be separated from the
internal control over the information to be recorded.Since it can
only be carried out to a limited extent by direct observation, an
important part of the performed internal control procedures will
take place through verifying that all documents come from the proper
source and that all prescribed procedures concerning the related
document and all authorization limits are obeyed. An important
internal control measure is checking whether the information
obtained from various employees and departments concerning the same
values do agree with each other. There should be a balanced
relationship within the movements of goods and money.

So, recording without internal control is not feasible for a proper
functioning of accounting. We will demonstrate that the A.O.Q.L.-
sampling system can be of great value in executing it.
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3. REQUIP.EMENTS TO BE SET TO A SAMPLING SYSTEM AND OTHER CONDITIONS TO

BE MET

Besides the requirements a sampling system should always satisfy, a

number of additional conditions will be specified, for use of

samplíng systems by accounting departments in relation to internal

control.

A general starting poínt is that the planning and execution of the

sample have to be carried out in such a way that a valid evaluation

is possible. The form of the conclusion has to be taken directly

from the objective of the related internal control activities.

Based on these assumptions the following conditions have to be met:

- the population has to be defined in an unequivocal and clear way;

- the characteristics of the population to be investigated have to

be defíned in an unequivocal and clear way including the

defínition of an error;

- the selection of the elements to be included in the sample has to

be done on a random basis.

In addition to these general requirements, it has to be possible to

correct errors found. The sampling system must give the opportunity

to correct errors in a way that, after carrying out the internal

audit activities, the remaining errors do not exceed the ïimit

determined by management.
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As will be demonstrated in the following section the

A.O.Q.L.-sampling system meets all requirements mentioned above.

Also, in the case where the population does not completely meet the

quality requirements set by management before the audít takes place,

the cost benefits of sampling still remain to a large extent. Only

when a certain error limít in the original uncorrected population is

exceeded do all benefits compared to a 100 per cent examination

disappear.

Furthermore, in general the following conditions will have to be met

in order to justify this sampling system:

- a certain tolerance concerning the number of errors which remain,

has to be acceptable and has to be formulated in statistical

terms;

- application of the sampling method only comes into consideration

when the savings resulting from not completely examining all

details exceed the additional costs related to the set-up and

preparation of the sample;

- in setting up the system measures have to be taken to reduce the

risk of employees and~or third parties who have an interest in the

outcome of the related internal control procedure, abusing the

potential knowledge or presumption that the related audit

activities are carried out on a sampling basis.

In general it cannot be indicated how these requirements can be met,

although section S discusses the solutions chosen ín the described

situation.
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4. ;~z,; ::: ~;~-.', í~~SCP.IPTION OF THF: A.O. Q. L. -SYSTEM

A valid sampling system has to meet the general requirements

explained in section 3. The Average Outgoing Quality Limit-system

(A.O.Q.L.) does so. In addition, however, it meets the requirement

that errors which remain in the annual population after the

inspection do not exceed a chosen limit pm.

The A.O.Q.L.-system works as follows:

- the maximum amount of errors that is acceptable on an annual basis

after the inspection being made has to be determined. From here,

the maximum acceptable fraction of errors pm for the whole year

can be calculated;

- the total population (i.e. annual population) has to be divided

into a number of sub-populations, e.g. 12 month populations or 52

week populations. The choice depends on a number of factors and is

made in such a way that an optimum situation is attained with

regard to the total number of items to be inspected;

- from each sub-population a random sample is taken of n items and

the acceptance number ko is set. When more errors than ko are

found in a sub-population, this sub-population is rejected and

inspected in detail;

- all errors found in the sample of in full ínspections of

sub-populations are corrected.
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The choice of the sample size n and the acceptance number ko for

each sub-population depends on the size of the sub-population (N)

and on the value of pm chosen. For given values of N and pm, various

pairs of n and ko meet the requirements set. Table 1 presents these

pairs for different ranges of the sub-population size N and ~m - 0.01.

Table 1

In many cases information about the process average level p may be

available from previous inspections. In those cases tables like

table 1 indicate for which combination of n, ko the expected volume

of audit work, sampling and 100 per cent inspections of

sub-populations together, will be the minimum.

~Ihen few errors are expected the smallest possible sample size n of

course is the best. Also, freedom of choice exists concerning the

stratification of the annual population in sub-populations. It is

recommended not to choose too small a number of sub-populations (for

statistical reasons and because of potential 100 per cent

inspections when sub-populations are rejected). The number of sub-

populations should not be smaller than 10. In addition, it is

recommended to look for sub-divisions of populations which are used

for other purposes (e.g. internal reporting for each week, month or

period).

A concise statistical description of the system is given in an

appendix. For a standard specification we zefer to British Standard

6001 (1972).
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5. DESCRIPTION OF AN APPLICATION OF THE A.O.Q.L.-SAMPLING SYSTEM IN

INTERNAL CONTROL

5.1 The case

In this section an application of the A.O.Q.L.-sampling system will

be described for retail chain stores. It concerns purchases at one

of the subsidiaries of the Ahold-Group.

The goods are directly delivered to the stores by the suppliers.

Invoices are sent by the suppliers to headquarters. Based thereon

the stores are charged. These charges are processed by the

computerized charge system which adds each invoice line to a master

file.

Discount and VAT are recorded centrally and are not part of this

system. In the past this file was completely examined by the

central administrative department on an invoice line by invoice

line basis in order to determine whether the number of goods

invoiced did agree with the number of goods reported as received by

the stores. Differences were investigated and, if necessary,

contact was made with the related supplier. Differences were

settled through credit invoices.
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The A.O.Q.L.-application to be described is to compare the invoiced

quantities of goods on the suppliers invoices with the quantitíes

of goods received by the various stores as described above on a

sampling basis. We would like to stress that the requirements for

the application have been agreed to by all parties involved under

the described circumstances. The reader should consider the

following descriptíon as an illustration only. Under other

circumstances, different requirements may be necessary.

5.2 DesiRnin~ the sample

Based on the considerations described in section 3 the

A.O.Q.L.-system was chosen. For the final conclusion it was desired

to formulate pm in the form of a dollar amount. Although the

examination is directed to quantities, it is possible to perform

the examination based on the dollar-unit sampling method by using

the dollars invoiced by supplíers as a base. As sub-population the

dollars charged to all stores in a certain period are taken. Credit

invoíce lines (mainly relating to returned packing materials) will

not be included in the sample and are excluded from the population.

The same applies for invoice lines of certain suppliers which are

not included in the sample, but are inspected in full.



A dollar examined has to be consider~~~ as ar. error when the company

did not receive the counter value in goods from the related

supplier. A dollar selected is not directly related to goods

received. Every dollar is part of an invoice line in this

application, and the total invoice line will have to be included in

the inspection. So more dollars are examined then strictly

necessary, which will lead to an actual "outgoing quality" being

lower than the theoretical value p.m
In order not to put an unnessary burden on those who carry out the

actual inspection, the following slightly modified error definition

is chosen.

A selected dollar which is represented by the related invoice line

will be considered an error when such a negative difference occurs

between the number of items mentioned in the invoice line and the

number of items received, that this difference, multiplied by the

prices included in the file, exceeds a certain amount.

The dollars to be included in the sample have been selected through

a systematic sample, since this was considered to be easier than a

random sample. In the case described, the systematic selection can

be considered to be equivalent to a random sample, since it is

checked~assumed that there are no systematic patterns of error in

the population of dollars.
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Furthermore the following choices have been made for the actual

application of the A.O.Q.L.-system.

- The money amount chosen leads to p- - 1 per cent. This means that

the requirement is set, that the annual amount of charges for

which no goods are delivered in the most unfavourable sítuation

amounts to no more than 1 per cent of the total amount of charges

after the inspection. (From a statistical point of víew there is
always a small probability that in any given year a larger error

remains, but this probability can be neglected. On the other

hand, in most cases the annual error left will be much lower than
1 per cent).

- The annual populatíon is divided in 52 week populations. This
choice is based on the fact that the reporting by the stores and
the information flow is organized on a weekly basis.

- The choíce of n and ko. Based on pm - 1~ , the weekly population
N being always larger that 10,000 and the expected low values of
the fractions of errors before inspection (p), the sample size n

and the acceptance number ko can be read from the table 1. In

this way sample size n is determined to be 85 (dollar~invoice

lines for each week) and the acceptance number ko - 1. Rejection

has to follow when more than 1 error is found. In that case the
related week population has to be inspected in full. Al1 errors
found will be corrected.
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5.3 Takinq the sample

As indicated in section 3 care has to be taken that:

- audit activities carried out through samples are organized in

such a way that all statistical and other requirements are

continuously met;

- interested parties cannot abuse the potential knowledge that the

related activitíes are carried out on a sample basis.

To meet the first requirement the selection of the dollar~invoíce

lines to be inspected is done outside the admínistrative department

which carries out the audit activities. The selection takes place

wíthin the E.D.P.-system. The external auditor is involved to a

iarge extent in the set-up and carrying out of the test. During the

automatic preparation of the list of dollar~invoice lines to be

inspected, a list of credit invoice lines included in the file and

a list of all invoice lines of suppliers excluded from the sample

are also prepared. These two lists get a 100 per cent inspection.

As far as the second point is concerned additional measures have

been taken to ensure that suppliers are not systematically sending

incorrect invoices without being noticed. In short it means that

certain suppliers are inspected in full and that, when noting

errors in the sample, not only corrective action will be taken

concerning the sample in question, but also that the invoicing of

the related supplier is further investigated, both retrospectively

and prospectively. Eventually invoices of those suppliers can be
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eliminated f.-om t` ::,ample i:, the future. This way of designing the

application has two advantages:

- the populations in general will include few errors and will have

to be rejected very seldom, and, accordingly, inspected in full

very seldom;

- 'careless' suppliers get more attention.

A complete step by step description of the procedure is available

from the authors.

5.4 Savings

The application described resulted in a consíderable saving of

costs of internal control, resulting from a substantial decrease in

the number of ínvoice lines to be inspected. The total number of

invoice lines to be audited is limited to 52 x 85 - 4,420 invoice

lines per year, plus the invoices of suppliers excluded from the

sample which are audited in full and in a limited number of cases

where the number of errors found exceeded the acceptance number ko

the complete week population. A compensating factor is the cost of

the set-up of the sampling system (once) and the weekly cost of

selection of the dollar~invoice lines to be included in the sample.

The latter costs will be relatively small as soon as the sample

selection becomes routine. The conclusion is that the more the

sub-population increases in size, the more savings increase

relatively. This is clearly demonstrated in the table 1, especially

considering the relationship between N(size of sub-population) and

n (sample size).
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We would like to recall that in the applícation described, the

preparation of the sample is highly automatized. When

automatization is possible, selecting the dollars or items to be

inspected is a relatively easy task, and, accordingly, a cheap one.

In cases where selection has to be done by hand, these costs will

become slightly higher.
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Appendix

STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF T~ A.O.Q.L.-SYSTEM

Using the A.O.Q.L.-sampling system, one first takes a sample of size n from
a population of N items. The population is only accepted if the number
of incorrect items in the sample is smaller than or equal to the

acceptance number ko, to be chosen, and rejected when this number is
larger than ko. Rejection implies a full inspection of the complete

population. All incorrect elements found in the sample or in the

complete ínspection are corrected or replaced by proper items.

When p is the fraction of incorrect items in the population before the
inspection and k2) the number of incorrect items in the sample, the
probabilities

(1) P [ k~ko~

and

N, n, P]

( 2) P[ k~ ko ~ N, n, P],

to accept or to reject respectively, can be computed, given the values
of N, n and p.

The fraction of incorrect items which remains in the population is ín

the first case p, or somewhat smaller when in the sample k(0 ~ k~ ko)

errors are found, and in the second case equal to zero. The average

value p of the remaining fraction of incorrect items (- Average Out-

going Quality) can be easily found by givíng the fractions mentioned as

weights the probabilities

(3) P[ k- k ~ N, n, p] (0~ k ~ ko)

and next computing the average. Figure 1 shows the graphical
relationship between p and p.



Figure 1

Since in practice one doesn't know the value of p, even for given

values of N, n and ko, the actual value of p cannot be calculated. We

can, however, compute the maximum pm of p as a function of p, when N, n

and ko are given; pm is the socalled Average Outgoing Quality Limit

(- A.O.Q.L.). In practice pm is chosen in advance and then for a given

value of N, various pairs of n and ko can be calculated so that the

requirements as to pm are met, cf table 1. The freedom which remains

can be used to reduce the expected total number of inspections in the

sample and in 100 per cent inspections together. The optimum itself

depends on the actual value of p, so that the freedom can only be

effectívely used when certaín information about p is available, e.g.

from the past. The table quoted above, mentions the most favourable

pairs for pm - 0.01 and various ranges for N.

The value pm if an average value. Since in applications as described in

this article, in fact an opinion will have to be expressed in the way

"the remaining fraction of errors" or "the incorrectly remainíng

amount" ís so much at a maximum per year, it is recommended to split

the annual population into week or month populations.

The probability that the annual average of p is smaller than pm is

increased in this way. Furthermore it ís very unlikely that all sub-

populations to be inspected have the most unfavourable fractíon errors

p before the inspection. The probability that pm will be exceeded in a

given year, can only be calculated if the a priori distribution of p is

known.



Although this will not be the case in general, it seems reasonable to

assume that the annual average of p will be smaller than pm, except for

a probability to be neglected. For this reason pm is not interpreted as

an average in section 4, but as a fraction of errors which may remain

in the annual population at a maximum. For a thorough treatment of the

system, we refer to Dodge and Romig (1959), page 37-39.
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1) The authors thank the Ahold-Group for their approval to publish

this application.

2) Stochastic variables are underlined.

3) In this figure different scales are used for each axis. As a

consequence the tangent to the curve lies in p- 0 above the

bisector.
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p in : betreen 0-0.02 0.03-0.20 0.21-0.40 0.41-0.60 0.61-0.80 0.81-1.00

N n k n k n k n k n k n k0 0 0 0 0 0

1-25 All 0 All 0 All 0 All 0 All 0 All 0

26-SO ZZ 0 22 0 22 O ZZ 0 22 0 22 0

51-100 27 0 27 0 27 0 27 0 27 0 27 0

101-200 32 0 32 0 32 0 32 0 32 0 32 0

Z01-300 33 0 33 0 33 0 33 0 33 0 65 1

301-400 34 0 34 0 34 0 70 1 70 1 70 1

401-500 35 0 35 0 35 0 70 1 70 1 7D 1

501-600 J5 ' 0 35 0 7S 1 75 1 75 1 7S 1

601-B00 35 0 35 0 75 1 75 1 7S 1 120 2

801-1000 35 0 35 0 Bfl 1 80 1 120 2 120 2

1001-2000 36 0 80 1 80 1 130 2 130 2 160 3

2001-3000 36 0 BO 1 ~ 1 130 2 185 3 23S 4

3001-4000 36 0 BO 1 135 2 135 2 18S 3 295 S

4001-5000 36 0 85 1 135 2 190 3 245 4 300 5

5001-7000 37 0 85 1 13S 2 190 3 305 5 420 7

7001-10,000 37 0 85 1 135 2 245 4 310 S 430 7

10,001-2D,000 85 1 135 2 195 3 250 4 435 7 635 10

20,001-50,000 8S 1 135 2 ZSS 4 380 6 S75 9 990 1S

50,001-100,000 85 1 135 2 255 4 445 7 790 t2 152D 21

Table 1 Values of n and ko for pm - 0.01 (the table is taken from Dodge

and Romig (1959))

p - fraction of errors Which at a maximum may remain in the annualm
population after inspection

N ~ number of items in the sub-population

n - sample size for each sub-population

ko - acceptance number for each sub-population

p - fraction of errors in sub-population before inspection



1

FiRure 1

The relationship between p(the average fraction of errors after

inspection) and p(the fraction of errors before inspection) for given

values of N, n, and ko. 3)
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